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1. Regulation fostering innovation

• Decision chain model

• Regulation should be based on general principles
• Non-discrimination and level-playing field
• Proportionality
• Predictability

• NRAs apply in specific cases and solve inherent trade-offs
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Simplified Digital Value Chain
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2. Digital Networks

• Very high fixed and mobile connectivity in urban and rural
areas

• Common objectives but different national strategies

• Supply-side policies and targets
• Regulation should maximise private investment
• Complemented by targeted efficient public investment

• Demand-side policies
• Content and IP, eGov, digital skills
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Digital Networks: Commission proposals

• Gigabits Society objectives for 2025

• Network Mapping

• Stimulation of private investment
• Reduce costs deployment, taxes and more efficient use of spectrum
• Efficient access regime

• Complemented by public investment
• Controlled by state aid review
• Availability of universal service as last resort
• Wifi4EU
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Digital Networks: Recommendations

• Institutional framework will be key in ensuring
• Effectiveness
• EU consistency

• Universal service should not be an instrument for network
deployment
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3. Internet Access Service

• In general, few alternatives and complex choices
• Competition needs to be guaranteed

• Non-discrimination, ease of switching
• Consumers need to be informed and protected

• A fundamental right: Universal service as safety net
• Access for basic e-services
• Should be affordable to all
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Internet Access Service: Commission proposals

• Competition and consumer protection
• Open Internet Regulation prohibiting discrimination
• Transparency on price and quality
• Switching: contract termination, comparison websites

• Universal service
• Affordability Internet access supporting basic services at least at a

fixed location
• Financed only by the State
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Internet Access Service: Recommendations

• An enhanced consumer protection is justified given the
nature of the service

• Consumers’ biases
• Personalised information

• A universal service better adapted to the mobile app
economy

• Access should not necessarily be linked to fixed location
• Public financing should be kept
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4. Digital Services (and Online platforms)

• De-silos approach
• (Inter-personal) electronic communications services
• Audio-visual media services
• Information society services

• Internal market is key, in particular for scale-up
• Home-country control
• Require trust and safeguards
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Digital Services

• Primacy of general legislation

• Alternative means
• Regulation by technological design
• Self-regulation and co-regulation

• Sectorial regulation only when justified and proportionate
• For communications digital services: Numbers and emergency calls

• Sufficient, credible and effective enforcement
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Digital Services: Commission proposals

• Silos are kept
• AVMS Review
• Telecom Review
• Ecommerce Directive left untouched … for now

• Enhanced consumer protection for interpersonal
communications services

• Esp. those using numbers: transparency, switching incl. number
portability

• But also those without numbers: security, emergency calls, possible
interoperability
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Digital Services: Recommendations

• Ensure consistency between different legal instruments
• Country of origin
• Liability exemption for hosting platforms

• Streamline consumer and competition protection
• Rules on transparency and switching in general legislation
• More innovative solutions for emergency calls
• Interoperability may undermine ‘competition for the market’
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5. Conclusion: Right directions but not bold enough
• Digital networks: connectivity needs

• Right industrial policy priorities
• More flexible regulatory toolboxes and more efficient assignment of spectrum
• Key role for BEREC in ensuring that NRAs take the most efficient routes to arrive at

the same destination

• Internet Access Service: the new fundamental right
• Consumer protection rules should reflect consumers’ biases and technological

possibilities
• Universal service should mean everywhere anytime

• Digital services: in need of trust and transparency
• Communications digital services are not (any more) so special, regulation should be

more streamlined
• Technology as a threat but also as an opportunity for digital consumer protection
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